
August 2020 Thunder events 

 

Overview 

 

Overall, this was probably the most thundery August since 2004. There was an outstanding 

heatwave between the 5
th

 and 13
th

, especially in southeast England where there was a 

sequence of six successive days (7
th

 to 12
th

) with numerous weather sites exceeding 32°C. 

This led into a notable thundery period from the 10
th

 to the early hours of the 14
th

.  It stayed 

relatively warm into the third week, and a slack low pressure area was associated with further 

widespread thunder over England and Wales on the 16
th

 and 17
th

. The 20
th

 to 28
th

 was a 

conspicuously disturbed and wet period, with some unseasonable gales; thunder was quite 

widespread over Ireland on the 20
th

 and across southern England on the 27
th

. 

 

Four to seven days of thunder were recorded widely from Essex, northwest London and 

Surrey across the south and west Midlands to Cheshire and much of Wales (some similarities 

here to the thundery zone in June). Three thunder days were recorded at locations in southeast 

Scotland. However, parts of northeast England, northwest Scotland, the east of Northern 

Ireland and even the Isle of Wight recorded little or no thunder. The mid month thundery 

spell featured prolonged and severe activity around the northern Irish Sea (overnight 10-11
th

) 

and across the northwest Midlands (night of 11-12
th

 and evening of the 12th). These night-

time storms produced vivid lightning displays which were visible over a much larger area. 

Well scattered storms of great vertical extent over the south Midlands on the evenings of both 

the 10
th

 and 11
th

 resulted in some spectacular skyscapes! Thunder was heard during several 

successive hours over parts of east and southeast Scotland overnight 11-12
th

 and during four 

successive days (10-13
th

) at some places in the English Midlands. Parts of the Thames Valley 

and Midlands recorded more than 15 separate hours with thunder in August. 

 

1
st
: Thunder occurred on the Northern Isles, chiefly Shetland, during the early hours (see the 

July report). Later, in a westerly airflow, isolated thunder also occurred over southeast Ireland 

during afternoon showers. 

 

2
nd

: A rather slack westerly airstream persisted across the UK. There were further showers; 

thunder occurred near some northeastern coasts of both England and Scotland, especially 

Teesside and near Peterhead. 

 

3
rd

: Further showers affected northern and eastern areas and sferics indicated isolated thunder 

over Suffolk between 1400 and 1500 UTC. 

 

7
th

: A trailing cold front lay across Ireland. The day was sunny and very hot over southeast 

England and East Anglia  with temperatures exceeding 36°C in the London area. Elsewhere, 

increasingly large patches of mid level cloud produced a few showers, with isolated thunder 

reported from places as far apart as Devon and Yorkshire in the afternoon and 

Northamptonshire in the late evening. 

 

10
th

: An anticyclone had settled over Scandinavia with a slack area of low pressure over 

France. A very hot easterly airstream covered the southern UK. Indeed, the hot air was 

starting to extend westwards and northwards again, the leading edge being an old frontal zone 

which was last analysed lying from Berwick-on-Tweed to Anglesey and Cardigan Bay at 

1800 UTC on the 9
th

. However, the low level northeasterly airflow kept northeastern areas 

much cooler. A significant upper trough was approaching Ireland, while the 1200 UTC 500 



hPa chart also indicated the axis of a  ‘short wave’ upper trough swinging NNE over the 

Celtic Sea. 

 

 By the early hours there were large areas of mid level cumulus clouds producing showers 

across southwest England and the first thunder was noted on the eastern edge of Dartmoor 

around 0400 UTC. Much more extensive electrical activity broke out across Devon, 

especially Dartmoor and northwest Devon, between 0730 and 0900 UTC with further 

northwestward-moving cells keeping activity going until around midday, by which time 

thunderstorm activity was also affecting southwest Wales. Smaller patches of altocumulus 

castellatus also gave brief showers elsewhere with isolated thunder, e.g. around the North 

Yorkshire Moors at about 0520 and in the Reading area at just after 0920 UTC. From early 

afternoon, further very active cells developed over southwest Wales and these took a more 

due northerly track, while a new storm which developed over north Worcestershire just 

before 1400 UTC tracked northwest, virtually following the Severn Valley into north Wales. 

By late afternoon a line of intense storms extended from Cardigan Bay across to Cheshire, 

Liverpool and The Wirral. Sudden flooding affected the Aberystwyth area, while hail 20-

30mm in diameter broke PVC roofing and dented vehicles around Capel Curig in Snowdonia 

and also in Llandudno. Lightning struck a house at Nasareth near Caernarvon as well as two 

homes on the north Wales coast, at Penrhyn Bay and Kimmel Bay. A house was also struck 

and damaged in Chester. Activity from this storm cluster eased off as it moved into the 

northern Irish Sea with just residual areas of  rain drifting northwest into Northern Ireland. 

Further north, a band of showery rain moving north over southern Scotland in the early 

evening produced a period of thunder in the Edinburgh area. 

 

In central and southeastern England,  the high temperatures (widely 33 to 35°C) triggered a 

brief but lively thundery shower over Cambridgeshire just before 1500 UTC. Another storm 

developed around the Chilterns northwest of London soon after 1700 UTC while a significant 

thunderstorm exploded over south Warwickshire and moved into the Birmingham area; 

hailstones 30-35mm diameter fell between Warwick and Solihull. Although this storm faded 

towards dusk,  that coincided with a fresh explosion of storm activity across mid Wales, and 

also over south Cumbria. Indeed, late evening through to midnight was notable for intense 

electrical activity over a broad swath from mid Wales, north-north-eastwards to the Solway 

Firth and brushing the Yorkshire Dales in the east and southwest Scotland to the north,. This 

spectacular lightning display persisted into the early hours of the 11
th

. Western Cumbria 

experienced one it’s fiercest storms in recent years and houses were struck and damaged by 

lightning in Barrow, Wreay and Workington. In Lancashire, houses were flooded in 

Lancaster and lightning damaged rail signalling on the Preston to Lancaster line. 

 

11
th

: By 1200 UTC on the 11
th

, the 500 hPa chart showed a major upper trough extension 

from western Ireland down to Iberia; over the next 48 hours this tilted anticlockwise and 

swung northwards with the axis over northern France and the English Channel by noon on 

the 13
th

. The windflow at the 500 hPa ‘storm steering’ level became lighter and backed from 

(broadly) southerly to east-south-easterly.  

 

As on the previous day, at 1200 UTC on the 11
th

, a shortwave 500 hPa trough was evident 

near southern Ireland. Surface charts were similar to the 10
th

 with light easterly winds and the 

day was very hot over the southern UK with peak temperatures of 36°C in the southeast. 

 

Overnight thundery activity lingered until nearly daybreak in parts of Lancashire with brief 

thundery outbreaks in the Scottish Borders (as residual rain from the earlier storms drifted 



north, then northwestwards) and an isolated one near Perth (a portent of things to come later). 

Further south, a thunderstorm affected areas along the south Kent coast, near Hythe and 

Romney Marsh, for a time soon after dawn. From then until late afternoon, it was quiet over 

most of England and Wales although over Scotland there were brief thundery showers around 

the Moray Firth and near Wick (Caithness) towards noon, and over the eastern Grampians 

through the late afternoon. At the other end of the UK, small showers from elevated cumuli 

produced isolated thunder in south Devon during the morning and in the far west of Cornwall 

in mid afternoon. 

 

Between 1715 and 1730 UTC, a very active thunderstorm developed in the Brecon area of 

south Wales and persisted for about 3 hours as it drifted slowly northwards to the upper 

Severn catchment near Moelfre; hail 15-20mm diameter was observed. Shorter-lived storms 

also broke out in the west London, Oxford and Birmingham areas over this period with 

20mm diameter hailstones observed at Garsington, Oxfordshire. Like on the previous day, 

late evening saw the development of a large thunderstorm cluster associated with prolonged, 

frequent and vivid lightning over a large area; this time the focus was in the west and 

northwest Midlands. Initiation was from 2030 to 2045 UTC, as fresh storms erupted south 

and southeast of Birmingham and intensified as they drifted north-northwest, to join another 

developing storm in the area of the Shropshire hills. Hail around 20mm across was reported 

in the Halesowen area.  In Shropshire, houses were struck by lightning in Market Drayton, 

Norton-in-Hales and Napley while in Staffordshire lightning brought down the chimney of a 

house in Stoke-on-Trent, where rail signalling equipment was damaged. An industrial 

building was hit in Brereton and electricity cables brought down in Smallthorne. In 

Tytherington, Cheshire, a house was devastated by fire after a lightning strike, while 

elsewhere in Cheshire lightning damaged a home in Wistaston and started fires in buildings 

in Prestbury and Macclesfield. 

 

Meanwhile, from early evening, thundery activity broke out in the Edinburgh and Lothians 

area and this became a major event as a succession of storm cells were generated over the 

Southern Uplandsof Scotland, drifting north and merging with other cells forming over the 

eastern Grampians. The outcome was several hours of persistent thunderstorms from the 

early evening of the 11
th

 until around daybreak on the 12
th

. More than 100mm of rain fell at 

several places in Fife (107mm at Fife airport), 95mm fell at Grangemouth in Stirlingshire and 

79mm in 3 hours at Stonehaven, Aberdeenshire. At Perth 86mm fell including 42mm in one 

hour. Two buildings were damaged by lightning in Falkirk and 28 people were rescued after a 

landslide at Pettycur Bay Holiday Park in Fife. Lightning strikes caused power outages and 

disruption across the Scotrail network and 100,000 residents in and around Edinburgh were 

left without internet for hours after the service was knocked out. Storm-induced landslips are 

also believed to have been the main factor in the fatal train derailment near Stonehaven. 

Thunder also occurred within a narrower band of showery rain which developed across the 

northwest Highlands. 

 

12
th

: The heatwave reached its largest geographical extent with 35°C reached in the Thames 

Valley and south Midlands, over 33°C in southeast Wales and 30°C as far north as Cumbria. 

A few sharp thunderstorms broke out in the south Midlands soon after daybreak, drifting 

northwards to south Lincolnshire. Lightning struck and damaged the chimney of a house in 

Hinckley, Leicestershire where a fierce squall also uprooted trees. A separate thunderstorm 

burst over the Hull area between 0800 and 0900 UTC, causing flash flooding in the city. 

 



The first afternoon thunderstorm broke out over the northern Pennines near Hawes (North 

Yorkshire) around 1230 UTC. Small showers, which rapidly became thundery, broke out in 

Surrey and south London between 1330 and 1400 UTC with further thunderstorms breaking 

out over west and north Wales and the Cumbrian fells around the same time. There were also 

some thundery showers over southwest Scotland.  An explosion of cumulonimbus continued 

from 1400 to 1500 UTC resulting in a large cluster of storms to the west and north of London 

which drifted across the south and west Midlands (where separate storms had rapidly also 

shot up). Widespread flash flooding was reported. A fierce hail squall swept through the 

Twickenham, Richmond and Teddington areas of west London, some hailstones measuring 

20-30mm across. Hail 25mm diameter also trashed garden plants in Aylesbury, 

Buckinghamshire. A similar squall affected the Gloucester area where two trees outside a 

hospital building ‘exploded’ after being struck by lightning. 

Activity was extensive across Wales, the western Midlands, the Manchester area and south 

Cumbria during the evening. In Shropshire (which had intense activity for the second 

successive evening), a house in Oswestry, was damaged by a lightning strike and the church 

of the village of Church Aston was struck, destroying all electrics in the building. Lightning 

hit a house in Wrexham, blowing out power sockets and setting fire to a curtain. In Greater 

Manchester, a pub in Stockport and a house in Wigan were struck, the latter sustaining 

damage to the roof.  

 

13
th

: A few thundery showers affected Ireland in the early hours. Meanwhile, thunder mostly 

petered out over England and Wales by 0100 UTC, though there was still patchy residual 

rain. However, after a few ‘quiet’ hours,  there was a dramatic eruption of activity over Essex 

and Hertfordshire between 0630 and 0830 UTC and this increasingly large thunderstorm area 

spread west-north-west across Cambridgeshire, the Fenland and the east Midlands, with 

offshoots further west to London and into the Midlands. In Hardwicke (Cambridgeshire) 

lightning struck the roof of a primary school, dislodging roof tiles and scattering debris. As 

low cloud dispersed, the day’s second major episode of thunderstorm activity affected 

southern counties from Surrey to Devon from midday through to the evening (with several 

pulses). During this event, 48mm  of  rain (with heavy hail) fell in one hour at Cranbrook 

near Exeter airport. Flooding closed both the Exeter to London Waterloo railway and the 

main A30 trunk road in east Devon. The area encompassing the North Downs, from west 

Kent to Surrey, experienced a series of storms for about six hours from 1230 UTC; 

Leatherhead recorded 51mm of rain and up to 80mm was reported in the Epsom area. 

Flooding closed both the M23 and M25 motorways for a time. A section of Winchester 

Prison was damaged after it was struck by lightning. Lightning set the roof of a house in 

Claygate (Surrey) on fire while in Barton Stacey (Hampshire), a lightning strike fired and 

destroyed the sports pavilion. The third main storm phase of the day, during the evening, was 

focused in the zone from south Essex and London, westwards to the Chilterns and through 

the Thames Valley and Wiltshire downlands to Bristol. 

 Elsewhere, a brief but lively thunderstorm also developed near the coast of northwest Wales 

in the late afternoon, around Porthmadoc and the Lleyn Peninsula, in response to high local 

temperatures. 

  

14
th

: Further thunderstorms affected parts of Essex, areas around the Bristol Channel and 

Dartmoor.south Devon into the early hours. A lightning strike at Ivybridge, near Plymouth, 

left a whole row of properties with broken roof tiles, destroyed appliances, exploded 

telephone outlets and frazzled electrics. Thundery activity eventually faded to leave patchy 

rain; however, soon after daybreak, fresh pulses of heavy rain and thunder moved from the 

North Sea into eastern parts of Suffolk and Norfolk for a time. Subsequently, extensive cloud 



over the southern UK limited convection; however isolated thunder re-appeared over 

Dartmoor during the evening. 

 

15
th

: High pressure to the north of Scotland, together with rather persistent low cloud, limited 

convective activity over the UK. However, cloud breaks allowed a jump in temperatures 

across Kent and Essex, triggering heavy showers, and a  thunderstorm gave 40mm of rain in 

one hour at Writtle, Essex. Ireland, now under the influence of a new ‘upper’ cold pool 

approaching Biscay, saw considerable thundery activity around the Shannon estuary and 

southern Irish Midlands. 

 

16
th

: An upper vortex and cold pool was situated over the Brest peninsula at 1200 UTC, 

together with a shallow surface low. An occlusion pushed slowly northwards into southern 

England; ahead of this there was a slack, very humid easterly flow; by early afternoon 

temperatures had reached 25°C in places with dew points typically an uncomfortable 19°C. 

Initially, there was some thunder embedded in the frontal rain band across Sussex and Kent. 

There was also thunder along the north coast of Norfolk during the morning, with flash 

flooding in the Sheringham area. There were slow moving, lively thunderstorms in the 

afternoon and evening across East Anglia, Lincolnshire, the east and south Midlands and 

(later) south Wales. Especially intense downpours affected the east Midlands and Norfolk in 

the humid air ahead of the front. At Wellingborough (Northants), 45mm of rain fell in the 

hour 1600-1700 UTC. Extensive flooding affected the Watton area of west Norfolk where 

there were several reports of over 100mm of rain falling in a few hours (consistent with 

radar-derived accumulations).  A Met Office/EA gauge at East Wretham recorded 240mm 

(Holley et al, 2021). A house was struck by lightning in Peterborough. Thundery showers 

also broke out from southeast Wales to London in the early evening evening, in the vicinity 

of the old front which had stalled. An impressive waterspout was photographed over the 

Severn estuary near Portishead. 

 

17
th

: The shallow area of low pressure and upper trough extension now drifted slowly north 

into England and Wales. Showers around the Isle of Wight early in the day moved inland  

and showers and thunderstorms became widespread across England, although a few eastern 

and eastern districts missed them. At Hayling Island (Hampshire) a lightning strike caused a 

blaze in a workshop. There was serious flooding in Loughton, Essex, where a  private 

weather station reported 47mm in 25 minutes in the late morning (following on from another 

local downpour on the 16
th

).  Across the south Midlands, observers reported several separate 

outbreaks of thunder during the day. There were an unusual 13 separate sightings of funnel 

clouds. 

 

18
th

: There was still a broad upper trough across central parts of the UK. This was another 

showery day with slow moving heavy downpours; scattered thunder accompanied these, 

especially around the Thames valley in early afternoon and The Wash area a little later. 

 

 

20
th

: A complex and (for August) unusually deep depression was situated just west of these 

islands; one centre had swung north over western Ireland overnight and a second cold front 

was crossing the Irish Sea and southwest England by midnight. A fair amount of thunder 

accompanied squally showers moving north-north-east across Ireland. Hailstones 25mm 

diameter punctured PVC roofing and shredded plants at Strabane in Country Tyrone, 

Northern Ireland. 

 



 

21
st
: The active cold front moved eastwards overnight . Thunder occurred over west Cornwall 

around midnight and subsequently accompanied the band of heavy rain in various other 

places in Wales and western England during the early hours with isolated discharges as far 

east as Hampshire. 

 

22
nd

: Blustery showers were especially frequent across central areas of the UK as a surface 

and upper trough swung eastwards. Thunder occured around the Yorkshire Wolds. 

 

23
rd

:  

Another showery day occurred, but  in a much slacker northwesterly airstream. Local thunder 

occurred in the north Midlands, around the Humber and, later, on the North Yorkshire coast 

where lightning struck a wind farm off Sansend. There was also a thunderstorm in the Belfast 

area of Northern Ireland late in the afternoon. 

 

24
th

: Some thunder accompanied slow moving heavy showers. Local flooding affected 

southwest London. 

 

27
th

: A complex area of low pressure transferred across Britain and Ireland on 27-28 August. 

One centre moved quite quickly east over southern England on the afternoon of the 27
th

 

accompanied by a conspicuous thunder squall line across southern coastal counties, though 

thunder was heard as far north as Bristol and the southern Midlands. Heavy rain brought flash 

flooding to west and south Cornwall but the thundery activity first became evident as the rain 

area crossed Devon. Lightning melted the drainage pipe underneath a paddock field near 

Salisbury (no animals were hurt). A waterspout was observed off Branksome Chine, 

Bournemouth and an especially violent squall (or possible tornado) damaged roofing and 

felled trees in Hamworthy near Poole. Meanwhile, heavy showers and thunderstorms broke 

out over Ireland (close to another ‘low’ centre); lightning struck a school in Cork city. 

 

28
th

: Heavy, slow moving showers affected central and southern England with scattered 

incidences of thunder, especially near southern and southeastern coasts. Two houses were 

struck by lightning in the Fareham area of Hampshire as was one at Deal, Kent, where a 

waterspout was observed offshore. Another waterspout was photographed off the Suffolk 

coast. 

 
These reports are based on observations and sferics with 
supportive evidence from  radar. Sincere thanks are due to members of COL and TORRO for observations, and 
to the Met Office/Net Weather for radar and sferics data. 
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